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➤ Integrated design feedback + bug tracking system  

➤ Easier stakeholder/ client feedback 

➤ Bring all your tasks and reviews at one place 

➤ Speed up your production workflow 

ZIPBOARD



FEATURES



MULTIPLE MEDIA TYPES
➤ zipBoard lets you review 

multiple files in the same 
project 

➤ URL ( websites, hosted 
sites, sharepoint/google 
docs, hosted courses) 

➤ Images  

➤ SCORM content 

➤ Video ( mp4) 

➤ PDF files



CONTEXTUAL FEEDBACK
➤ Clients can share quick 

feedback with 

➤ Videos 

➤ Screenshots  

➤ Annotate over the video/ 
screenshot  

➤ Toggle between the content 
and review in the same 
browser window 
https://app.zipboard.co/s/
z2TMB

https://app.zipboard.co/s/z2TMB
https://app.zipboard.co/s/z2TMB


SEPARATE INTERNAL & CLIENT COLLABORATION
➤ Share only the reviewable 

documents with the client 

➤ Keep the tasks and internal 
conversations of the project 
separate 

➤ All plans include, unlimited 
collaborators



CONVERT FEEDBACK TO ACTIONABLE TASKS
➤ Manage, prioritize feedback 

into tasks  

➤ Track status, assign and 
organize into different types 

➤ Every feedback, automatically 
captures the stakeholders 
environment (browser, OS, 
etc) details 



KANBAN / LIST VIEW
➤ View tasks across projects in a 

list view 

➤ Download tasks into a CSV  

➤ Switch between Kanban & List 
view  

➤ Searchable, sortable table 
similar to excel across all 
projects



PHASES
➤ Break down each project into 

phases 

➤ Associate tasks , files, 
screenshots for each phase  

➤ Sort through feedback, tasks 
based on phase 

➤ Set phase status, completion 
date 



INTEGRATIONS/ API
➤ Currently integrate with JIRA, 

Slack, Zapier 

➤ API available to integrate with 
other systems  

➤ Working on building more 
integrations



ENTERPRISE FEATURES



MANAGE ORG
➤ Add org members to manage projects 

easily. Roles included in an org are: 

➤ Admin : Can manage all projects, 
adds managers, etc. 

➤ Managers: Create and manage their 
own projects  

➤ Clients : Manage feedback received 
from multiple members of their team  

➤ Collaborators: Upload files for 
review, add, assign tasks, manage 
feedback in their projects 

➤ Reviewers: Guest reviewers who 
review individual files



ADMIN CONFIGURATIONS

➤ Custom branding - Logo on login page  

➤ Custom domain name eg. enterprise.zipboard.co  

➤ Manage specific list of tags for each task, project etc. 

http://enterprise.zipboard.co


TESTIMONIALS



“
-Beth Epperson, QA Manager ELM

 Implementing zipBoard into our development process has taken the team from using 
antiquated manual processes to an easy to use, globally accessible, online process. The 
application is flexible in how projects are set up and managed. zipBoards environment allows 
multiple projects to be set up and managed uniquely; where other tools force a specific 
method for everything, zipBoard gives you and your team some elbow room.



“
-Rodrigo S, Elearning Developer

I'm a E-learning developer. Zip board has helped me to go over QA sessions with 
my clients in a more visual way, we used to use google sheets before



“
-Tobias S, R&D  , Projects officer

We are developing a new software system and Zipboard has allowed us to effectively 
work with a software developer thousands of kilometers away for the duration of 
the project without any face to face meetings.
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